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The authors present a high-throughput fabrication technique to create a large-area graphene

nanomesh (GNM). A patterned negative photoresist layer was used as an etch mask atop chemi-

cal vapor deposition grown graphene on Cu foil. Shielded by the periodic nanopatterned photo-

resist mask, the graphene layer was selectively etched using O2 plasma, forming a GNM layer.

A poly(methyl methacrylate) layer was spun on the GNM atop copper foil, and the GNM was

subsequently transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate by etching away the copper foil. Large-area

(5� 5 cm), periodic (500 and 935 nm in pitch), uniform, and flexible GNMs were successfully

fabricated with precisely controlled pore sizes (200–900 nm) and neck widths (down to �20 nm)

by adjusting the pattern generation of holographic lithography and the O2 plasma etching

process parameters. This holographic lithography-based transfer method provides a low-cost

manufacturing alternative for large-area, nanoscale-patterned GNMs on an arbitrary substrate.
VC 2014 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4895667]

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a single atomic plane of graphite, has been

widely studied because of its remarkable electronic proper-

ties, including extremely high mobility,1,2 tunable carrier

type, and density.2,3 There have been numerous applications

sought after in nanoelectronics,4–6 chemical sensors and bio-

sensors,7–10 solar cells,6,11,12 and batteries.13–16 Graphene

nanomeshes (GNMs) and graphene nanodots (GNDs) have

been used for gas sensors,9,17 light harvesting,18,19 surface

enhanced Raman spectroscopy,8 and bioimaging.20

Several different process methods have been reported to

fabricate GNMs.21–30 Quasi-periodic hexagonal GNMs were

created by the combination of nanoimprint lithography and

block copolymer self-assembly, resulting in sub-10 nm neck

widths.22 GNMs with neck widths as small as 5 nm have

been prepared by Duan’s group using only block copolymer

lithography.23 GNMs have also been fabricated using anodic

aluminum oxide (AAO) as an etch mask.26 Another high-

throughput fabrication method has been developed by

utilizing self-assembled nanospheres as the mask for plasma

etching of graphene at low power.25 In an alternative

approach, nanospheres have been used to prepare a porous

metal film as the etch mask for manufacturing GNMs.24

Rather than etching graphene to produce GNMs, nanosphere

lithography has also been applied to create nanostructured

substrates for CVD growth of GNMs with smooth edges.27

The aforementioned lithography methods, however, result in

mesh periods that are constrained by the feature size of

the mask layers (block copolymer, AAO membranes, or

nanospheres), which limits their design flexibility.

Furthermore, such nanomaterials-based template methods

are not effective in providing pattern regularity over a large

area. Other micro/nano processing methods involving

e-beam lithography18 or two-photon polymerization31,32 are

either time consuming or not cost-effective. On the other

hand, holographic lithography provides a flexible way to

quickly generate large area (full wafer scale) periodic nano-

patterns with tunable pattern periodicity.33–37

Here, we demonstrate a new high-throughput fabrication

process to create large-area GNMs through the combined

use of holographic lithography, O2 plasma etching, and layer

transfer techniques, in which the pattern sizes and periods

are easily controlled by adjusting process parameters. We

directly pattern GNMs on copper, and then transfer the pat-

terned graphene layer onto an arbitrary substrate. The key

element of the process is to use a trilayer polymer stack con-

sisting of negative photoresist, antireflective coating (ARC),

and positive photoresist for the pattern transfer. By incorpo-

rating a sacrificial layer of positive photoresist between the

ARC and graphene, we lift the multilayered polymer off the

patterned graphene. Exposed by the nanopatterned negative

photoresist, the unprotected areas of ARC, positive photore-

sist, and graphene layers are etched away using a single O2

plasma etching step. We show that this method enables the

fabrication of large-area, periodic, uniform GNMs with pre-

cisely tuned periodicity and neck width. Finally, we charac-

terize the periodicity, uniformity, and the spatial resolution

of the fabricated GNMs using scanning electron microscope

(SEM) and Raman spectroscopy.

II. FABRICATION SCHEMES

Figure 1 shows the fabrication sequence of the GNMs.

First, polymer layers consisting of positive photoresist,

ARC, and negative photoresist are sequentially spun atop

CVD grown graphene on copper foil [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].

Underneath the negative photoresist layer, the ARC is

employed to minimize the standing wave effect on the side-

walls of the nanopores35 that would be created in thea)Electronic mail: eyang@stevens.edu
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negative photoresist. Between the ARC and graphene layer,

a layer of positive photoresist is used as a sacrificial layer38

to enable lift-off of the multilayer polymer after the

graphene has been patterned. A periodic pattern of nano-

pores is created on the top negative photoresist using holo-

graphic lithography33 [Fig. 1(c)]. This nanopatterned

negative photoresist opens up unprotected areas of ARC and

positive photoresist layers that are etched away using O2

plasma. After the ARC and positive photoresist have been

etched through, the graphene layer is etched for approxi-

mately five additional seconds. Therefore, the ARC, positive

photoresist, and graphene layers are etched by a single O2

plasma etching step [Fig. 1(d)]. The polymer layers on top of

the GNM are then removed using a sonicated acetone bath

[Fig. 1(e)]. Next, a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)

layer is spun atop the GNM on copper foil [Fig. 1(f)] to

support the graphene patterns when the copper foil is etched

away [Fig. 1(g)]. The GNM with the PMMA support is then

transferred to a substrate with an arbitrary curvature

[Fig. 1(h)], followed by adding approximately a microliter

drop of liquid PMMA on the PMMA/GNM sheet to ensure

full contact between the GNM and substrate. Finally, after

the PMMA is removed by acetone the GNM on the arbitrary

substrate remains [Fig. 1(i)].

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

To fabricate the large-area nanopatterned mask for etch-

ing, CVD-grown graphene on copper foil (5 � 5 cm) with a

monolayer percentage greater than 95% from Bluestone

Global Tech (Gratom-M1-Cu-02) was spin-coated with

diluted positive photoresist (PR1–550A, Futurrex, Inc.) at

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of nanofabrication processes of GNM for an arbitrary substrate. (a) The CVD graphene with a substrate of copper. (b) The

graphene film is spin-coated with positive photoresist, ARC, and negative photoresist from bottom to top. (c) The negative photoresist is patterned using laser

holographic lithography. (d) The stack is etched by O2 plasma using the negative photoresist pattern as an etching mask. The ARC, positive photoresist, and

graphene are all etched through in a single O2 plasma etching step. (e) The positive photoresist, ARC, and negative photoresist are removed by a sonicated ace-

tone bath, where the positive photoresist acts as sacrificial layer. (f) The GNM on copper is spin-coated with liquid PMMA as a supportive layer to transfer

GNM. (g) The copper substrate is wet etched away by a copper etchant. (h) The GNM with PMMA support is contacted on an arbitrary substrate (Si substrate

in this study) for the pattern transfer of the GNM. (i) The GNM is transferred to the substrate after removing the PMMA with acetone.
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2000 rpm for 40 s and then annealed at 120 �C for 6 min,

resulting in a 10 nm thick film. The positive photoresist was

much easier to be removed by using solvent than the ARC or

negative photoresist without damaging graphene and copper

foil. A layer of ARC (XHRiC 16, Brewer Science) was spin-

coated on top of the positive photoresist at 4000 rpm for 10 s

and then baked at 175 �C for 1 min. The thickness of ARC

was controlled to be 150 nm in order to cancel the standing

waves on the sidewalls of the nanopores created in the nega-

tive photoresist by absorption of the reflective light. The

negative photoresist (NR7–1500, Futurrex, Inc.) was spin-

coated on top of the ARC at 3000 rpm for 40 s and then

placed on a hot plate for 1 min at 150 �C. The thickness of

this negative photoresist was controlled to be 800 nm in

order to ensure that it had better mechanical durability and

was thick enough to endure the O2 plasma etching. The top-

most negative photoresist layer was exposed twice by rotat-

ing the sample 90� at the surface plane using a two degrees

of freedom Lloyd-mirror Interferometer with a UV laser

(HeCd laser with the wavelength of 325 nm)33 to generate a

periodic nanopore pattern that covers the surface. In this

experiment, the period was controlled to be either 935 or

500 nm by adjusting the exposure angle between the sample

surface and the laser beam to be either 80� or 70�, respec-
tively. At the 80� stage position, the sample was exposed at

a dose of 3 mJ/cm2 and then turned 90� to be exposed with

an additional dose of 3 mJ/cm2 for a total of 6 mJ/cm2. The

sample at the 70� stage position was exposed with dose of 6

mJ/cm2 and then turned 90� to be exposed with another dose

of 6 mJ/cm2 for a total of 12 mJ/cm2. Different exposure

doses were used at different angles (for different pattern pe-

riodicity) to ensure contrast of the photoresist nanopatterns

after development.

After the holographic pattern exposure, the sample was

postexposure baked at 100 �C for 1 min and then developed

in a negative photoresist developer (RD6, Futurrex, Inc.) for

12 s. The sample was cleaned with deionized water for 2

min and then blown dry by nitrogen gas. The underexposed

area was removed by the developer, resulting in a nanopore

pattern on the negative photoresist. The ARC and positive

photoresist layers beneath the nanopore patterned negative

photoresist were etched by O2 plasma in the reactive-ion

etching (RIE) mode (Phantom III, Trion Technology) with

50 W of power and an O2 gas flow rate of 30 SCCM. The

etch rate of the ARC and positive photoresist layers in the

RIE process was �4 nm/s, and it took 220 s to completely

etch off the ARC and positive photoresist layers. Because

the etch selectivity between ARC/positive photoresist (4 nm/

s) and negative photoresist (1.5 nm/s) was high, the thick

negative photoresist nanostructures still remain on top, pre-

serving the nanopattern. Once the ARC and positive photore-

sist layers were etched through, the O2 plasma then came

into contact with the exposed graphene layer, which was

etched through within only 5 s.

To remove the trilayer polymer atop the graphene nano-

patterned layer, the sample was sonicated in an acetone bath

for 3 h. As a sacrificial layer, the positive photoresist was

dissolved in the acetone bath, stripping away the layers of

the ARC and negative photoresist along with it. The sample

was then rinsed with isopropanol alcohol, rinsed with deion-

ized water, and blown dry with nitrogen. The large-scale

(5� 5 cm) flexible graphene nanopattern on copper foil sub-

strate was thus obtained.

In order to retain the graphene nanopattern when transfer-

ring it onto a new substrate (i.e., SiO2, Si), the sample was

spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 40 s with a 495 000 molecular

weight PMMA (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in anisole. The

PMMA was then cured at 180 �C for 1 min, and the resulting

PMMA thickness was approximately 60 nm. The copper foil

was etched for approximately 12 h and then an additional 24

h in a fresh citric acid etchant (Transene) bath to ensure the

complete removal of copper. Next, the PMMA/graphene

stack was placed in a deionized water bath for 12 h to clean

the citric acid before being transferred to a 90 nm SiO2/Si

substrate. Additional liquid PMMA solution was dropped on

the cured PMMA layer to partially or fully dissolve the pre-

coated PMMA on graphene. This step was introduced to

enhance the contact between graphene and the target sub-

strate by reducing any voids between the graphene and the

substrate surface.15 The new PMMA was slowly cured at

room temperature for �30 min. The sample was placed in an

acetone bath at room temperature for 12 h, followed by

another fresh acetone bath for an additional 12 h at room

temperature to ensure complete PMMA removal. The trans-

ferred graphene nanopatterned sample was then cleaned with

isopropanol alcohol and blown dry with nitrogen.

FIG. 2. SEM images (top views) of periodic nanopore patterns created on

negative photoresist layer using laser holographic lithography. (a) Nanopore

pattern with pitch of 500 nm. (b) Nanopore pattern with pitch of 935 nm.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the fabricated nanostructures

on a negative photoresist prepared by laser holographic

lithography with periodicities of 500 and 935 nm, respec-

tively. The negative photoresist layer acts as a mask for the

O2 plasma to etch through the ARC, the positive photoresist,

and the graphene. Therefore, the negative photoresist pattern

determines the pattern on the graphene. A two-beam interfer-

ence double exposure technique was used to generate a

two-dimensional square array of nanopore patterns.33 The

pore size was regulated in the holographic lithography pro-

cess by changing the exposure parameters.35

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show cross-sectional views of the

multilayered stack of the polymers after O2 plasma etching.

In order to reveal the cross-sectional view, the multilayered

stack of negative photoresist, ARC, and positive photoresist

atop graphene was milled by focused ion beam (FIB) in situ
in the chamber of the SEM. The cross-sectional view shows

the smooth vertical sidewall profile of the nanopore patterns

of the negative photoresist layer, which was made possible

by using the ARC interlayer.35,38–43 During exposure, the

incident light hitting the substrate interferes with the light

reflected from the substrate. Without ARC, the intensities of

reflective and incident light become comparable; this results

in a significant standing wave in the vertical direction with a

period equal to half of the laser’s wavelength.35 Adapted as

a technique to eliminate this standing wave effect on the

nanopores’ sidewalls, the ARC underneath the negative pho-

toresist was created with an optimal thickness of 150 nm.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the GNMs left on a copper

substrate with periodicities of 500 and 935 nm, respectively,

after the sacrificial layer of a positive photoresist layer was

removed with acetone. The negative photoresist and ARC

polymers should be removed by using a strong acid, such as

Piranha solution (H2SO4þH2O2). However such a strong

acid will corrode graphene and copper. Thus, the positive

photoresist layer, which can effectively be removed by mild

solution such as acetone, was used as a sacrificial layer to lift

off the bilayer of the negative photoresist and ARC stack

from the copper foil with GNMs. Due to the low imaging

contrast between graphene and copper substrate, the SEM

images noise was pronounced. However, the result still

shows that the acetone was effective to remove the positive

photoresist and lift off the bilayer of the negative photoresist

and ARC stack without damaging the graphene and copper

foil.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show SEM images of the large-area

(5 � 5 cm) GNMs deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate, with the

pitch of 500 and 935 nm, respectively, after transfer from the

copper substrate. The low-magnification SEM images show

the ability to generate large area, periodic, and uniform

nanopatterns of graphene. Based on the SEM images, the

pore patterns were identified by using a Blob detection

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional SEM images of the multilayered polymer stack after

O2 plasma etching. The cross section was made in situ in the SEM chamber

by using FIB. The graphene layer between the positive photoresist and cop-

per is not visible in this image due to its atomically thin nature.

FIG. 4. (a) GNM patterned on a copper substrate with pitch of 500 nm, after

the O2 plasma etching through trilayer polymer stack and then the removal

of the polymer stack by lift-off. (b) The GNM patterned on a copper sub-

strate with pitch of 935 nm. The dashed line marked in each image is to

clearly indicate the GNM patterns.
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method,44 and the diameters of pores were calculated. As

seen in the histogram and Gaussian fit of GNM pore diame-

ters [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], the GNMs exhibit great uniformity

with pore diameter of 354 and 533 nm with standard devia-

tion of 23 and 33 nm for periodicity of 500 and 935 nm,

respectively. The Raman spectra of the GNMs are shown in

Fig. 5(e). The Raman spectra were obtained using a 14 mW,

632 nm laser with a spot size of 3 lm. The Raman spectra

for both unpatterned graphene and GNMs were taken multi-

ple times on different spots. The Raman spectrum of the

unpatterned graphene [Fig. 5(e) (lower line)] shows G peak

at 1579 cm�1 and 2D peak at 2665 cm�1; the GNMs [Fig.

5(e) (upper line)] shows D peak at 1340 cm�1, G peak at

1579 cm�1, and 2D peak at 2683 cm�1. The 2D peak shifts

from 2665 cm�1 for unpatterned graphene to 2683 cm�1 for

patterned graphene, indicating the increased hole doping

attributed to the nanopatterned edges in the GNMs, which

absorb H2O or O2 molecules.8,18,45 Comparing‘ the Raman

spectrum of the pristine graphene and the GNMs, the GNMs

exhibit a D peak, which indicates the defects introduced by

the nanopore patterning process. The Raman ID/IG ratio

(where ID and IG are the D-band and G-band Raman inten-

sities), widely used to evaluate the graphene quality,46 is

related to the density of defects in the nanomesh and its edge

roughness.47 Here the Raman ID/IG ratio is calculated to be

0.38–0.57 for the GNM samples, which is lower than most

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) and (b) SEM images of the GNMs (500 and 935 nm in pitch, respectively) transferred on SiO2/Si substrate of a large-area (5 � 5 cm).

(c) and (d) Histogram and Gaussian fit of the diameter of pores of the GNMs with the pitch of 500 and 935 nm, respectively. (e) Raman spectra of unpatterned

graphene (lower line) and GNM (upper line) with a periodicity of either 500 or 935 nm.
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reported values of GNM, graphene nanoribbons, GND, and

other graphene nanostructures etched from exfoliated gra-

phene.25,28,48,49 Notably, it is also lower than the smooth edged

GNM directly grown on patterned Cu substrate.27 The low

ID/IG ratio indicates a high GNM quality and smooth edges of

pores created by the holographic lithography technique.

By controlling the etching parameters, the pore size of the

GNM can further be adjusted precisely, as shown in Fig. 6.

When the graphene layer is over-etched (e.g., more than 5 s)

by O2 plasma, the pore size of the GNM can be widened due

to the slow but gradual lateral etching by O2 plasma. Such a

lateral etching effect due to the imperfect anisotropic etching

characteristics of the O2 plasma RIE process was employed to

enlarge the pore size of the GNM. Figure 6 shows the result-

ing GNMs with periodicity of 935 nm by gradually increasing

O2 plasma etching time. As shown in Fig. 6(c), by controlling

the total etching time in the O2 plasma RIE process, the GNM

neck width between two adjacent pores could be decreased to

as small as 24 nm. With a further increase in etching time, the

adjacent pores expanded to eliminate the neck, resulting in

GNDs with gap distance of 260 nm [Fig. 6(d)].

V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a simple and effective method for

fabricating large-area GNMs, utilizing holographic lithogra-

phy followed by O2 plasma etching of trilayer polymer stack

consisting of negative photoresist, ARC, and positive photo-

resist. The Raman spectra have confirmed the structural in-

tegrity of GNMs with smooth edges. We have also shown

that the pattern periodicity, pore size, and neck width are

easily controlled by adjusting the processing parameters in

the holographic lithography and O2 plasma etching steps. By

controlling the O2 plasma etching parameters, periodic

GNDs have also been obtained with the same processing

method. Such large-area graphene nanopatterns with

straightforward control of their dimensions and geometry

could facilitate scale-up of GNM with potential applications

in areas such as gas sensors,9,17 light harvesters,18,19 surface

enhanced Raman sensors for rapid and nondestructive detec-

tion of molecules,8 and nontoxic bio-imaging and related

biomedical applications.20
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